
True end-to-end business transformation

Transform your future with 
Capgemini and Oracle

Today’s rapidly digitizing world has created a demand for a partner that can do it all, 
from innovation to strategy development to back-end services. As a result, almost every 
technology services company promises that it can transform your business from end to 
end. But experience and expertise across every stage of transformation, in a wide array 
of sectors – that’s rare. 

Some companies specialize in advisory and project services. Others know how to run 
and manage services, but fall short on the front end. Capgemini delivers across the 
board, keeping our promises and backing up our claims with proven success stories from 
business transformations worldwide. Through strategic acquisitions, such as Fahrenheit 
212 and Liquid Hub to form Capgemini Invent, we have taken our half-century of 
technical expertise and expanded it to become a global leader in consulting, managed 
services, and digital transformation.

One of the keys to our success – and that of our customers – is our 25-year partnership 
with Oracle, the world’s top provider of enterprise software, including advanced 
solutions for business transformation. Capgemini’s team knows Oracle inside and out: 
not only the basics of implementation but also how to optimize for maximum ROI and to 
ensure continuous success. With a dedicated team featuring more than 15,000 Oracle-
trained resources across 20 countries, we have the experience and expertise to optimize 
Oracle solutions as part of business transformations that truly extend from one end of 
your business to the other.

Capgemini certifications
• Oracle Platinum Partner 
• Oracle Cloud Premier Partner
• Oracle Cloud Excellence 

Implementer accreditation
• Oracle Certifi ed Managed 

Services Provider 



  About Capgemini

A global leader in consulting, technology 
services and digital transformation, Capgemini 
is at the forefront of innovation to address the 
entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the 
evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms. 
Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep 
industry-specifi c expertise, Capgemini enables 
organizations to realize their business ambitions 
through an array of services from strategy to 
operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction 
that the business value of technology comes 
from and through people. It is a multicultural 
company of 200,000 team members in over 
40 countries. The Group reported 2018 global 
revenues of EUR 13.2 billion (about $15.6 billion 
USD at 2018 average rate). 

Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com

To fi nd out how your organization can get started on the path to 
Oracle Cloud migration, please contact:

Jim Langford
North America Sales Lead, 
Oracle Alliance
jim.langford@capgemini.com

The information contained in this document is proprietary. ©2019 Capgemini. 

Proven business outcomes

The true test of excellence for 
Capgemini and Oracle is our clients’ 
success across diff erent industries 
and a wide range of business and 
technological challenges. Some 
examples include:

Building a modern enterprise
A global leader across diversifi ed 
industries is using Capgemini’s 
RapidUpgrade2Cloud toolset to quickly 
migrate hundreds of entities from 
on-premises Oracle E-Business Suite 
to Oracle Cloud. The toolset provided 
an automated, low-risk migration that 
accelerated cost savings.

Creating a connected enterprise
One of the world’s largest retailers 
was suff ering from low customer 
retention and needed a subscription 
revenue stream that would strengthen 
its relationship with customers. As 
part of a cloud transformation project, 
Capgemini implemented Oracle 
Supply Chain Management Cloud and 
other Oracle solutions that enhanced 
customers’ digital experiences and 
took the company from zero to 75,000 
subscribers within three months.

Improving customer experience
Capgemini helped a medical technology 
leader migrate its legacy sales processes 
to Oracle Sales Cloud and optimize its 
features to improve agent performance 
and effi  ciency. In addition, Capgemini 
helped plan the worldwide rollout, 
including country-specifi c functionality, 
and consulted with the client on data 
analytics and integration. 

Your partner in 
transformation

With decades of experience with leading 
enterprises in nearly every sector, 
Capgemini is ready to partner in your 
business transformation using the latest 
Oracle applications and technology. Our 
full spectrum of services, a dedicated 
global team and tailor-made solutions 
can accelerate your journey to the 
digital future – providing expertise in 
transformations that are truly end to 
end – to ensure that your business stays 
at the leading edge of effi  ciency and 
cost-eff ectiveness.
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How Capgemini delivers 
value for you

Capgemini accelerates business 
transformations by off ering a full 
spectrum of services across the Oracle 
solutions life cycle – building your 
business case for transformation, 
developing your cloud road map, and 
deploying the right solutions at the 
right time. 

Four pillars are critical to our proven 
ability to deliver value at every point in 
your journey:

1. A sector-based approach: Through 
subject-matter experts and the 
Capgemini Research Institute, we 
build industry-specifi c solutions that 
lead to better outcomes.

2.  Capgemini Invent: Our 
multidisciplinary team of 6,000 data 
scientists, creators, developers, 
and industry consultants identifi es 
what’s next – and builds it. 

3.  Specialized centers: Our global 
network of specialized centers 
develops concepts, then applies 
them to client environments 
and brings them to market.  

4.  End-to-end capabilities: We 
have built the capability to address 
business problems across all 
functional areas of our clients’ 
businesses, from insights and data 
to product engineering, testing, and 
customer engagement. We layer 
our industry expertise over each of 
these areas to maintain focus on 
our clients’ business challenges.

Our clients:

•  27 of the world’s 30 largest 
consumer products companies

•  12 of the top 15 largest 
automotive suppliers

•  6 of the top 10 consumer 
fi nance companies

•  300 leading retailers 
•  12 of the top 20 utilities companies
•  13 of the top 15 asset fi nance 

companies
• 14 of the world’s 15 largest 

automotive OEMs
•  9 of the top 15 banks
•  10 of the 15 largest 

investment banks

Mike Economou
Strategic Partnerships, 
Oracle Alliance
mike.economou@capgemini.com


